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1000 Great Quilt Blocks Maggie McCormick Gordon This incredible library of quilt-block patterns contains a lifetime of inspiration for 

quilters of all skill levels. Choose from familiar favorites and not-so-well-known 

surprises. Features 1000 block diagrams, plus hints and tips to make stitching easy and 

fun. Designs are organized by style and include strips, curves, baskets, and even 

alphabets. Each block pattern contains an easy-to-follow piecing guide

101 Crazy Quilt Blocks Linda Causee A wonderful book of inspiration for all the many quilters who love to make a crazy quilt. 

Learn to do 20 stitches that can be used to embellish the seams.
101 Fabulous Fat-Quarter Bags with M'Lis: 10 

Projects for Totes & Purses Ideas for 

Embellishments, Trim, Embroidery & Beads 

Stylish Finishes-Handles & Closures

M’Liss Rae Hawley Make yourself a brand new bag! Stylish bags for every season and occasion. 10 projects, 

huge idea gallery.

200 Quilting Tips, Techniques & Trade 

Secrets: An Indispensable Reference of 

Technical Know-How and Troubleshooting 

Tips (200 Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets)

Susan Briscoe Want to make a quilt that stands out from the rest? While the basics are easy to acquire, 

mastering all the techniques needed to create a professional looking quilt can take 

years. With this book you can learn all the insider tips and trade secrets to create quilts 

you'll be proud to display. Whether you're new to the craft or eager to take your 

patchworking and quilting skills to a higher level, this is the perfect companion for you. 

200 Quilting Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets takes you through the entire process of 

quilt making from start to finish. The book is packed with indispensable techniques 

explained in full detail and illustrated with specially commissioned step-by-step 

photographs and artwork. Each topic is self contained on one to two pages, arranged in 

a logical sequence that's easy to follow, and includes troubleshooting tips to help you on 

your way. In addition to useful basics, you will also learn how to: Rotary cut with safety 

and accuracy, Use speed-piecing techniques, Work a theme into your quilt design, Cut 

"freehand curves”, Quilt-as-you-go and save time with big-stitch quilting, Print your own 

fabrics and photographic dedications, Achieve a potential prize-winning finish to your 

quilt. Drawing on years of teaching experience, quiltmaker Susan Briscoe's expertise is 

the perfect companion to help you create a beautiful, personalized quilt to cherish.

202 Little Log Cabin Blocks Linda Causee NA

250 Continuous-Line Quilting Designs Laura Lee Fritz Machine quilting

250 More Continuous-Line Quilting Designs Laura Lee Fritz Machine quilting

256 Fat Quarter Quilt Blocks Jeanne Stauffer & Sandra Hatch This amazing collection of 256 fat quarter quilt blocks has page after page of new and 

unique blocks, plus 20 new projects that showcase how the blocks can be used.

3 + 5 ½ = Quilts Marjorie   Webb Make any of these 14 quilts using blocks make from 3 x 5 1/2" fabric strips
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301 Country Christmas Quilt Blocks Cheri Saffiote Christmas offers the most popular themes for gift-giving and family remembrances, so 

quiltmakers will welcome a collection of all the yuletide projects they'll ever need. Over 

300 patterns feature holiday symbols from children's toys to folk art designs to 

whimsical contemporary looks. Color shots of finished quilt blocks come with 

instructions for making them, including tips like how to use different colors of green in a 

tree, and how to create nostalgic or romantic moods.

3-D Explosion: Simply Fabulous Art Quilt 

Illusions

Cara Gulati The first half of the book shows you how to draw your own designs and pick fabrics to 

create your own illusion. The second half of the book has 7 projects with template 

sheets to make enlargements from as well as sewing instructions.

50 Fabulous Paper-Pieced Stars Carol Doak With the simplicity and accuracy of paper piecing, you can create these elaborate-

looking Star blocks in a snap! Carol Doak, bestselling author of many books on paper 

piecing, is back with 50 original paper-pieced Star blocks--one for each U.S. state.

9-Patch Pizzazz:Fast, Fun & Finished in a Day Judy Sisneros Combining a special fabric with simple blocks yields a captivating quilt.

A Fine Finish: New Bindings for Award 

Winning Quilts (The Joy of Quilting)

Cody Mazuran Why spend hours designing and stitching a beautiful quilt only to finish it off with a 

plain, uninspired binding? In the revised edition of A Fine Finish, you'll discover a 

multitude of ways to finish the edges of\n your quilts with lavish, award-winning detail. 

From Sculptured French Bias and Victorian bindings to On-the-Edge Ruching, New-

Direction, Prairie Points, and Lacy Loops, these masterful edge treatments will frame 

your work with grace and style. Guidelines for creating your own dramatic designs are 

also provided. Follow step-by-step instructions for selecting fabrics by value as well as 

color, cutting and piecing with speed and accuracy, and stitching sharp, precise 

triangles. Plans, templates, and quilting diagrams for three small wall quilts are 

included: Delicate Dresden (finished size 18" x 18"); Jerri's Cranberry Glass Dish 

(Finished size 22" x 22"); and Little Wonder (Finished Size 8.5" x 8.5"). Also includes 

handy bias-yardage charts to show you how much fabric you need to bind or pipe any 

size quilt.

A New Slant on Bargello Quilts Marge Edie Find instructions for eight dynamic Bargello quilts-choose from small projects or more 

advanced quilts. Follow easy "how-to's" for creating straight and slant color tubes, 

cutting tubes into loops, and stitching Bargello strips.
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A New Twist on Triangles Mary Sue Suit This book contains 12 beautiful, innovative quilts from crib size projects to wall 

hangings. Create the illusion of curves without difficulty piecing or tedious applique. 

Instead, sew straight seams using two remarkable triangle shapes. You will find: 12 

beautiful, innovative quilts; Piece template free blocks with Mary Sue’ Triangle Ruler (or 

use the templates provided if you prefer); Take your quilts from beginning to advanced 

in appearance with a medley of all new designs; Color photos; Detailed step by step 

instructions; Templates
A Thimbleberries Housewarming: 22 projects 

for quilters

Lynette Jensen Handmade quilts for every room of the house and for every occasion grace the pages of 

this delightful and inspiring hands-on project book. Filled with quick and easy projects 

for family members and friends to make as housewarming, wedding, birthday, and 

holiday gifts, the book's quilts feature the popular Thimbleberries(r) fabric line, 

consisting of cotton calicos, flannels, and woven plaids. Instructions for twenty-two 

projects are based on the Thimbleberries(r) signature traditional style and simplicity of 

construction. Designed for a variety of seasons and occasions, the projects range from 

bed quilts to wall quilts to table pieces-and even include a shower curtain! Clearly 

written instructions and helpful photographs make the projects accessible to 

needlecrafters of all skill levels. Both large and small projects are included. The author 

favors projects that go together quickly and successfully, so that the craft becomes a joy 

and not a chore, enabling quilters to create many one-of-kind, handmade accessories to 

enhance all areas of the home.

ABC’S of Serging Tammy Young Are you a serger 'fraidy-cat? Is your brand-new serger still in its box because you can't 

figure out how to thread it? Do you panic when the threads loop crazily because you 

don't understand how the machine works? Even if you're a sewing whiz, you may feel 

uncomfortable with the serger. After all, it's an entirely different piece of equipment 

from your sewing machine. Yet you know it's worth mastering. The serger has made 

sewing more fun than ever for hundreds of thousands of home sewers. Tammy Young 

and Lori Bottom, two of America's top serger authorities, understand your fears and 

your needs. InABCs of Serging, they have sorted out the most important facts, applied 

them to every serger brand and model, and organized them in t a logical, step-by-step 

format so that anyone can work through the book and learn to use the machine to its 

full potential. In addition, a National Serger Teachers Advisory Board of seven experts 

has added special tips to help you progress. Once you've mastered the basics, much 

more awaits. You'll be ready for the exciting world of serging: fast garment construction, 

advanced decorative techniques, home decorating projects, serger quilting, and 

heirloom serging. Tammy Young has co-authored seven other serging books to entice 

you. Learn your ABCs and you'll soon expand your entire serger vocabulary.

Along for the Ride NA NA
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American Doll Quilts: 16 Little Projects That 

Honor a Tradition

Kathleen Tracy American Doll Quilts" breaks quilt styles into time periods, giving several different quilt 

patterns for each time period. There are 16 historical quilt designs in this book; 

complete with lists of materials, directions, color illustrations of each step and full color 

photos of completed quilts. The author describes fabric, color, and pattern choices for 

making historical quilts as well as how and when to tea dye a fabric for an antique look. 

Although no specific dolls are mentioned or endorsed in this book, I wanted to mention 

that the historical nature of these quilt patterns makes them a nice accessory to the 

American Girl historical dolls (as well as antique and reproduction dolls). A Colonial quilt 

could be given to Felicity, a Western pioneer quilt could be made for Kirsten, a Civil War 

Era/Underground Railroad quilt could be made for Addy, a Victorian Crazy Quilt might 

look nice on Samantha and Nellie's beds, and Depression and WW2 era quilts can be 

made for Kit and Molly. Pattterns for all of these eras and quilt types are included in this 

book.

Applique for Baby Terrece Beesley, Trice Boerers Presents instructions for fifteen applique projects for such items as baby quilts, pillows, 

and blocks
Applique in a Day(Quilt Block Party) Series 6 

with 12 pattern inserts

Eleanor Burns Eleanor Burns gives wonderfully clear directions on each block. She shows several ways 

to use the blocks other than in the sampler quilt. It's a good book for beginners and 

more advanced quilters will enjoy it as well.
Applique Workshop:Mix & Match 10 

techniques to unlock creativity

Laurel Anderson Step-by-Step Illustrated Guide. An in-depth look at how to create amazing applique 

designs, from landscapes and florals to fun, free-flowing abstracts. Whether you enjoy 

hand or machine applique, you're sure to find a technique that suits you to a tee!

Around the Block Judy Hopkins Contains patterns for making pieced-block quilts for quilters who use both old patterns 

and modern rotary-cutting techniques, and provides advice for planning and assembling 

the quilt.
Aunt Grace’s Scraping: pattern Ideas for a 

1930’s fabric collection

Judie  Rothermel NA

Baby Quilts from Grandma Carolann M. Palmer NA

Bargello Quilt Piecemakers Our book teaches fast and easy piecing to produce stunning quilts. Includes directions, 

illustrations and yardage charts for all popular sizes plus a special mini-Bargello. 16 

pages.
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Bargello Quilts with a Twist Maggie Ball f you love traditional Bargello quilts with their illusion of curves and flowing waves, but 

are wary of tedious cutting and the complexity of creating free-form patterns, this new 

16-piece Bargello block technique allows you to have fun playing with a collection of 

blocks to create endless possibilities—the more blocks and colors, the more possibilities. 

With the newly created block method, Bargello Quilts with a Twist allows you to create 

the look of Bargello with ease. Strips are cut and pieced in sets of four, counter-cut, and 

joined to complete the blocks. Using the versatile pattern, there are an amazing number 

of ways to arrange as few as 16 blocks to create exciting and unique patterns.

Bargello Quilts with a Twist Maggie Ball With a newly created block method, 'Bargello Quilts with a Twist' allows the reader to 

create the look of bargello with ease.
Basket Garden Mary Hickey 12 basket block patterns. List of supplies, tools, directions for precise cutting, and 5 

different methods of applique. Many diagrams and color pictures.
Better Homes and Gardens America’s 

Heritage Quilts

Patricia Willens Looks at the history of American quilts, shows and describes traditional patterns, and 

offers advice on planning and making a quilt
Beyond Baltimore Bear Paw Production Quilting directions for Baltimore Album Style quilt blocks with a Stained Glass effect, 

easily achieved with purchased bias tape.
Beyond Log Cabin Kerry Gad It's time to remodel the Log Cabin! Use accurate foundation piecing and an all-new grid 

system to give exciting, innovative twists to the traditional Log Cabin design. Learn to 

divide blocks in unusual ways and stitch uniquely shaped logs to create topsy-turvy 

shapes and wonderful secondary patterns. You'll be amazed at the surprising Log Cabin 

designs that emerge! Ten quilt projects offer a fresh, new look to the traditional Log 

Cabin design. Includes step-by-step instructions for piecing and manipulating blocks, 

along with a simple drafting exercise to get beginners started. Try small, easy projects to 

learn the technique, then move on to more advanced projects for a challenge

Biblical Blocs; Inspired Designs for Quilters Rosemary Makhan Stitch this stunning sampler quilt and discover the special meaning behind 21 

traditional, time-honored block patterns. Inspired by the world's most beloved biblical 

themes, this beautiful quilt features geometric-style designs that represent stories from 

the Bible, block by block. Block themes such as Solomon's Puzzle, Job's Tears, Joseph's 

Coat and Garden of Eden will inspire you to celebrate favorite Bible passages in fabric. A 

dramatic appliqued Rose of Sharon border will attractively frame your quilted 

masterpiece."
Big Book of Small Quilts (For the Love of 

Quilts)

Mary Hickey Offers practical advice on quiltmaking, and shares designs suitable for small-scale quilts
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Block Bender Quilts Margaret J Miller This book will show you how to use multiple size rectangles & squares to make the quilt 

surface appear to bend around columns or to create undulating patterns. The book 

features: Explore color & light strategies using single fabric or strip pieced half square & 

half rectangle units. Practice blockbending techniques with easy to follow exercises. You 

will find: Step by step instructions; Color photos; Grids; More than 40 quilts

Blueprints Karen Kratz-Miller Booklet featuring patterns and instructions for making a striking house quilt. With these 

instructions you can make any size quilt from twin to king size for bed.

Bodacious Quilts Colleen Granger Bodacious Quilts uses two, three or four fabrics to create this one block design. 

Directions for each quilt include four different block sizes: 4 1/2", 6", 7 1/2", and 9". The 

fun begins with designing your own unique quilt, the possibilities are endless.

Bonnet Girls: Patterns of the Past Helen R Scott Bonnets evoke the mystique of a bygone day. If you cherished paper dolls as a child, 

these charming quilt block designs will bring back delightful memories. Choose from 15 

Bonnet Girls, their children, menfolk, and pets and create a family. Depict movement 

and different scenes by simply changing the positions of bonnets, arms, hands, and legs. 

More than 30 props - hats, parasols, flowers, animals, and background settings - are 

interchangeable. Add lace, ribbons, beads, cords, and tassels for a sparkling finish. Lend 

a sense of weather by quilting wind, raindrops, snowflakes, or clouds. Included are more 

than a dozen background quilting designs - all suited for traditional applique, redwork, 

and embroidery.

Bound and Determined to Finish That Quilt: A 

Binding Guide

McCalls A binding guide from the editors of McCalls Quick Quilts

Bright Ideas for Lap Quilting Georgia Bonesteel Offers forty new designs from both traditional and contemporary styles, including full-

size patterns and concise instructions
Butterfly Kisses book patterns Brenda Henning Pieced beautiful butterfly pattern

Cathedral Window: A New View Mary Ryder Kline Learn how to make Cathedral Windows a new way

Catnap Comforts (Quilts made Easy) Patricia Wilens Wonderful quilt patterns featuring cats.

Celtic Quilts Beth Ann Williams These all-new, timesaving techniques show quilters how to create exquisite, interlacing 

Celtic patterns more simply and quickly than ever before Just "baste" designs with 

fusible web, machine applique with "invisible" stitches, and add dramatic color and 

texture with decorative threads. A mix of ancient and modern Celtic patterns is 

provided. Includes: Complete instructions for 12 beautiful Celtic wall quilts, pillows, and 

table runners. Elegant block, medallion, and border patterns, all given a fresh look with 

color-rich prints. Tips on making stained-glass style Celtic quilts with ready-made 1/4" 

bias strips."
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Charm Quilts Beth Donaldson Turn your treasures into sparkling quilts via this unique quiltmaking experience. Because 

each patch is cut from a different fabric, you will use pieces from all your fabrics & 

scraps You will find: Step by step instructions; Color photos; Templates; Variety of 

projects. Projects: 1. Square 2. Braid 3. Tumbler 4. Triangle 5. Pyramid 6. House 7. 

Hexagon 8. Diamond 9. Half-hexagon 10. Kite 11. Honeycomb 12. Apple core 13. 

Clamshell
Charm Quilts Suzanne McNeil Beautiful Quilts from 5X5 squares

Charmed: A Fresh twist on charmed quilts Jodi Crowell You'll be "charmed" by these charm quilts that let you bend the rules! Capture the spirit 

of traditional charm quilts with this inventive twist on a time-honored style of 

quiltmaking. Squares in these projects range from 3 1/2" to 4”. Choose from six projects 

that spotlight a classic, scrappy look--ideal for fabric swaps of all kinds. Update your 

charm quilts with a variety of fabric shapes, appliqued accents, and unique borders. Find 

tips for increasing your fabric stash without breaking the bank

Cider Mill Road (Art to Heart) Nancy Halvorsen This book is full of country charm from the first page to the last. Find full color photos 

and detailed instructions for a quilt, table runner with matching napkin rings, placemats, 

and napkins, you'll find a gift bag, tea towels and adorable mug cozies. 18 projects in all

Circle Play: Simple Designs for Fabulous 

Fabric

Reynola Pakusich Reynola Pakusich is a long time quilter, teacher and author who has written for a 

number of quilting publications.  She  produced a very informative and beautiful book 

that uses a simple design medium (circles) along with backgrounds to show off unusual 

and collectable fabrics, including both yardage and bits and pieces of kimono and obi 

fabrics. Her wildly eclectic fabric collection includes wax prints from Africa, yukata and 

traditional kimono and obi fabrics from Japan, traditional and contemporary batiks, 

madras plaids and printed fabrics incorporating animal skins, florals and leaves and 

graphic prints. The quilts (some by her and a number by her students) are very beautiful 

and surprisingly complex considering their simple block design. If you do not already 

collect beautiful fabric, I can assure you that this book will inspire you to do so. The 

instructions are easy to follow and will help you produce that masterwork you have 

wanted to make for so long.

Colonial Applique: Inspirations from Early 

America

Sheila Wintle Capture the enduring beauty of Early American textiles in your quilts with this collection 

of floral applique blocks and quilt designs. Large-scale patterns and simplified 

techniques make it possible for even beginners to create a glorious, antique-inspired 

quilt with ease. Thirteen fanciful quilt patterns with lovely roses, tulips, daisies, 

carnations, scrolls, leaves and hearts. Full-size applique patterns, interchangeable 

border designs and tips on mixing and matching elements for a variety of design 

possibilities.
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Color and Cloth The Quiltmaker’s Ultimate 

Workbook

Mary Coyne Penders This unique workbook helps quilters develop the confidence and skill they need to 

choose the right colors and fabrics from the dizzying spectrum found in fabric or quilting 

stores. Readers will learn to develop a keenly personal sense of color and choose both a 

"focus fabric" and supporting fabrics that will add excitement to their quilt. Once all the 

exercises are complete, the workbook becomes a handy reference for making color and 

cloth decisions at home or while shopping.

Color for the Terrified Quilter: Plain Talk, 

Simple Lessons, 11 projects

Ione McCauley & Sharon Pederson Utilizes simple exercises, step-by-step instructions, practical tips, and eleven hands-on 

projects to introduce quilters to the principles of using the color wheel and offers 

guidelines on how to make innovative color selections for any quilt. Original.

Color Fusion: Fiberworks Laura Heine Combining an inspirational story of overcoming adversity and discovering a hidden 

talent with award-winning quilting techniques, this guide chronicles one woman's 

evolution into one of the world’s top quilters. Beginners and advanced quilters alike will 

learn intricate free-motion threadwork that fuses colors, fabrics, and design into one 

quilt. Her prized techniques are thoroughly discussed, including the basics for machine 

quilting, tools, specialty threads, bobbin quilting, trapunto, and free motion work. 

Included are five original quilt designs complete with patterns and step-by-step 

photographs for simple re-creation.

Color Play: /east Steps to Imaginative Color in 

Quilts

Joan Wolfrom Features 24 colors, their characteristics, and combinations that look fabulous in quilts.

Colorful, Casual, & Comfy Quilts: Over 20 

Quilts and Projects to Warm Your Home

Karen Bolesta Isn't it a wonderful feeling when you leave the cares of the world behind and head to 

the sewing machine to start a new quilt project? This collection of 22 beautiful, easy-to-

make projects features all of the things a quilter loves-- memorable fabrics, inspiring 

designs, and the warmth and joy of filling a home with handmade quilts. Colorful, 

casual, and comfy are the orders of the day! Choose from a wide variety of quilt projects 

to make, with everything from full-size quilts and lovely throws to small wall hangings 

and home accessories. Fabric lovers will also appreciate the rainbow of colors and 

textures featured in this collection. A classic Nine Patch block pattern gets a jolt from 

lively red fabric, and a traditional Pineapple block takes an asymmetrical twist when the 

block is stretched and reshaped with the aid of a computer. If brights light up your 

world, you'll discover a string-pieced block-and-appliqué combo sure to add excitement. 

Do pastels draw you in? Then you're sure to fall in love with the serene pillowcases 

accented with baskets and flower petals. Colorful, Casual, and Comfy Quilts offers 

doable projects for beginners and experts alike. Complete step-by-step instructions, 

along with hundreds of how-to illustrations, ensure that you'll have success every step 

of the way. And with each finished quilt, you'll know that you're warming both heart 

and home.
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Coloring with Thread: A No-drawing 

approach to Free-motion embroidery

Ann Fahl Coloring with Thread by Ann Fahl is in gorgeous color, 96 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches. 

Quilters, crafters, garment makers, and needle workers of all types will find the text 

packed with facts, tips, projects, and troubleshooting guide. Skip all of the factual 

information, and look at the luscious photographs of quilts and close-up photos of Ann's 

award winning free-motion embroidery. There is something for everyone in this book. 

Do you have a problem with decorative thread? There is more factual information in this 

book, than anyone cares to know. If you are having difficulties with thread breakage, 

shredding or looping, you will find the solution to your problem in this book. Your days 

of being disgusted and fed-up with fancy thread problems have come to an end! There 

are practice exercises to give a beginner experience in free-motion embroidery. This is 

followed by six colorful projects ranging from easy to moderate difficulty, each is small 

in size. All you need is a sewing machine that has a zigzag stitch and ability to lower the 

feed-dogs. The pages are full of photographs and illustrations to guide you step-by-step 

through the process.

Column Quilting Nancy Zieman Strip piece beautiful column quilts

Column Quilts Nancy Zieman NA

Complete Idiot’s Guide Quilting Laura Ehrlich You know how to sew a button and can even stitch together a last-minute Halloween 

costume. But when it comes to making a beautiful quilt to hang on your wall, you can't 

tell one patch from another Don't tear your hair out just yet The Complete Idiot's Guide 

to Quilting provides you with what you need to know to put together a quilt without 

hassle.
Cottage Charms Art to Heart  Book There are special times in our lives when things feel just right. This book captures the 

essence of these moments and seasons. Included are-a variety of quilts, a table runner, 

gift box, tea towels and more; Designs include-santa, butterflies, flowers, angels, 

snowmen, pear and more
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Cotton Theory Book 2 Betty Cotton Quilt First ? Then Assemble? is the motto of Cotton Theory quilting, and it?s as easy as it 

sounds. You simply ?quilt as you go.? With traditional quilts, the actual quilting process 

is often the least favorite part of constructing a quilt, especially if the project is large. 

But with Cotton Theory quilting, the process becomes enjoyable. Pieces are layered with 

batting, quilted individually, and then sewn together. Imagine connecting tiny quilts into 

one big, completely reversible quilt. That?s what Cotton Theory quilting is all about. The 

14 step-by-step projects in this book include placemats, a table runner, wall hangings, a 

rug, and several quilts. Each chapter features color photos and detailed illustrations. 

Skill levels for projects range from beginning to advanced. With Cotton Theory quilting, 

large seam allowances are folded and topstitched into place on the outside of the quilt, 

adding an eye-catching, three-dimensional look to the finished project. Cotton Theory 

quilting methods can be used with traditional quilt blocks if simple modifications are 

made. Although traditional quilt blocks do not have large seam allowances, extra fabric 

can be cleverly incorporated to solve this problem. This book shows you how to enlarge 

back-side fabrics, reduce overall dimensions of blocks, and use setting triangles and 

framing strips to construct Cotton Theory quilts with traditional blocks. If you have 

acquired quilt blocks from relatives, block-of-the-month programs, block exchanges, or 

other sources, now is the time to turn them into finished quilts. Although most of the 

projects in this book include instructions for piecing blocks, you can substitute your own 

blocks and skip the associated yardage, cutting, and piecing for those blocks. 

Instructions in each chapter explain how to cut, layer, quilt, and assemble projects.You 

can quilt your blocks as desired and assemble your own unique Cotton Theory quilt.You 

can use decorative stitches, contrasting thread colors, embroidery, bobbin work, folding 

techniques, and bindings to produce the quilt of your dreams. All you need are fabric, 

batting, sewing supplies, your sewing machine, and your imagination.Although this is 

Book Two in the Cotton Theory Series, each book stands alone and has complete Cotton Theory Quilting: Button-Back Runner Betty Cotton The booklet is from 2006 by Betty Cotton and Cotton Theory Quilting. It has 12 pages. 

The booklet contains the pattern and instructions for a 14 x 26 inch table runner with 2 

variations using leaves or stars.
Count on It (Art to Heart) Nancy Halvorsen Celebrate special occasions by counting down the days with beautiful quilted designs. 

These designs are perfect for making a quilted wall-hanging celebrating a child's age or 

birthday. This book includes quilt block designs for every month in the year plus 

banners, a birthday quilt, birthday garland and patterns for numbers and an alphabet

Cozy Cottage Quilts Leisure Arts #1981 Warm the walls with your own quilted artistry! Make inviting bed quilts and plump 

pillows. Or piece a quilt for your table. Time-saving techniques like strip-piecing, rotary 

cutting, and machine quilting make these 24 patchwork projects finish quickly.
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Crazy for Baby Me and My Sisters Designs Of course you're crazy about that precious baby! That's why you'll want to make these 

four color-charged quilts in all the zippy hues of the neon rainbow. The use of a large, 

single-fabric panel in the center of three quilts, as well as simple pieced blocks, will 

make your work go very quickly indeed. If you piece and quilt on your sewing machine, 

you could even finish a blanket in a weekend -- leaving more time to play with Baby! 4 

fast and fun quilts in 10 color variations: Dizzy (pink/green or green/yellow/orange); 

Crazy for Baby (orange/white or blue/green/purple); Play Pen (blue/green/orange or 

yellow/green/orange or pink/blue); Teething Rings (turquoise/bright pastels or 

pink/yellow or blue/green).

Creative Uses for Decorative Stitches Karen Linduska Get your money's worth from your sewing machine and use the decorative stitches that 

came with it! Take your quilts to the next level of creativity by using the decorative 

stitches built into your sewing machine. These stitches were created to mimic hand 

embroidery, and most of them do that and more. Karen shows how to find multiple uses 

for a single stitch, how to combine stitches, and how to best use threads and stabilizers. 

The 11 projects are intended to serve as practice for getting to know what your machine 

can do, and to see how to use each project's stitches in ways unique to your own artistic 

vision. Stitches are cleverly grouped into forms, such as flowers, leaves, stems, bushes, 

ferns, grids, shapes, and fillers. Mixing and matching stitches, thread weights, and items 

from these groups gives the reader unlimited options for spicing up their quilts. Written 

as a companion volume to Karen's first book, readers who love to experiment will find 

that this book, written for any type of sewing machine, can stand alone.

Crib Quilts Trudie Huges 16 Great Crib sized quilts

Crossover Bags Jeanne L Perrine Cross-Over construction is the newest technique in classic handbag design Use your 

favorite fabrics to create your own designer bag. Add an artistic touch with various 

embellishments. Easy to understand step-by-step directions walk you through the 

complete construction process. There are 10 great projects - including bags, accessories 

and more - to custom make as gifts or for yourself. EXPRESS YOURSELF!
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Cutting Curves from Straight Pieces Debbie Bowles Curves catch the eye. Learn to elevate your quilts beyond the ordinary using what the 

author calls 'bent pieces.' Transform even your favorite traditional patterns using the 

three simple types of cuts demonstrated here. Sixteen projects and easy to follow 

instruction will have you bowing to rave reviews in no time. Even learning these 

techniques offers immediate rewards - the practice segments become a wallhanging. 

Instructions are included for bending such traditional favorites as Triple Rail Fence, 

Churn Dash, Log Cabin, and Thelma's Choice. Bent segments make interesting borders 

and sashing strips, too. It's easy. Just stack fabrics and using a rotary cutter, cut gentle 

curves. Sew strips together and enjoy the results.

Cutting up with Curves Joyce M. Schlotzhauer This book applies Schlotzhauer's unique arc design system to short subjects--birds and 

bees, ships and sailboats, and numbers and letters.
Daddy’s Ties Shirley Botsford Shows how to use to ties to create patchwork quilts and clothing, purses, stuffed 

animals, picture frames, lampshades, and pillowcases
Deidre Scherer: Work in Fabric and Thread Deidre Sherer Unique truly describes Deidre Scherer's extraordinarily realistic three-dimensional fabric-

and-thread portraits honoring elderly women and men, images that have been admired 

by legions of fans in museums and in reproductions, most notably on the cover of the 

bestseller WHEN I AM AN OLD WOMAN I SHALL WEAR PURPLE. Now, readers can see 

the actual working process that produces Scherer's stunning art. 150 color and b&w 

illustrations.
Down in the Valley: Paper pieced Houses and 

Buildings

Myra Harder &Cori Lee Derksen Create a whimsical town to call your own with these fresh, fun designs as your building 

blocks! These mix-and-match house and building patterns include country cabins and 

quaint churches, plus a school, town hall, barn, and cozy cottage. A delightful medley of 

16 step-by-step projects with easy paper-piecing. Each chapter features a different 

theme-Main Street, Prairieland, Mountain Folk, and Cabin Country. Create scenes in wall 

quits, table runners, place mats and pillows.

East Quilts West Kumiko Sudo These extraordinary quilt blocks explore themes and images never before encountered 

in quilts. Some celebrate typically American subjects like the Cadillac and the 

Charleston, the Indianapolis 500 and Radio City Music Hall. Others explore Japanese 

images like the rolling waves of a Hokusai ocean or the delicate rituals of the cherry 

blossom festival. All of them use surprising approaches to color, design, and fabric that 

will stimulate and inspire any quilter.

East Quilts West Revised Kumiko Sudo Inspired by her passion for gardens around the world, Kumiko creates real and 

imaginary flowers using colors, fabrics, and needlework techniques drawn from her 

childhood. Reminiscent of antique kimonos, her vivid quilt blocks will encourage quilters 

to express personal themes in their own quilts through their own combinations of color 

and patterns. Includes 30 original block designs and six full quilt designs.
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Easy and Elegant Lonestar Quilts: All the 

Wow without the work (Templates included)

Kumiko Sudo These extraordinary quilt blocks explore themes and images never before encountered 

in quilts. Some celebrate typically American subjects like the Cadillac and the 

Charleston, the Indianapolis 500 and Radio City Music Hall. Others explore Japanese 

images like the rolling waves of a Hokusai ocean
Easy and Elegant Lonestar Quilts: All the 

Wow without the work (Templates included)

Shirley Stutz This book shows a really nice way to make a giant star. Well written with clear 

instructions.

Easy Art Quilts: Amazing Designs based on 

tradition

Christiane Meunier This description may be from another edition of this product. A baker's dozen of 

magnificient and easy-to-make art quilts await you between the covers of this book. Use 

the patterns as written to create exciting quilts, or find inspiration in the photographs 

and techniques presented to make your own piece of art. Complex-looking designs from 

simple shapes.
Easy Machine Quilting: 12-step-by-step 

Lessons from Pros. Plus a dozen projects to 

machine quilt

Jane Townswick Wind, wrap, and sew fabric strips into fantastic containers! Start with a plate shape to 

learn the technique. Then experiment with four basic container styles to create round, 

oval, square, and other shapes. Create purses, baskets, and bowls in an endless variety 

of sizes, shapes, and colors. Simply wrap fabric strips around cotton clothesline, coil into 

the desired shape, and secure with machine stitching. Special sections on lids, handles, 

and embellishments offer unlimited options for your own variations

Embellished Quilt Projects Singer Part of the Singer Sewing Reference Library, Embellished Quilted Projects includes a 

complete section on quilt basics, followed by a collection of 18 popular quilt designs and 

projects for the home. Instructional drawings and more than 300 color photos help the 

reader through the designing and sewing processes.

Encyclopedia of Applique Barbara Brackman Brackman has sorted appliqu designs into classes based on their general geometry and 

presents 1,795 patterns, both published and unpublished, from 1800 to 1950. Even 

unnamed designs are easy to find.
Encyclopedia of Classic Quilt Patterns Oxmor House Editors This is truly the reference guide to quilting, filled with useful information and guidance 

for traditional and quick piecing, applique, rotary cutting, and more. Includes 101 

projects, with time-honored patterns and dozens of fun variations.
Encyclopedia of Quilting Donna Kooler This is a great book! I have a lot of quilting books but this is the most complete one I 

own. I love the thoroughness of the history and techniques. Also, I appreciated the 

information on sizing and resizing of the quilt blocks. From color theory to design ideas, 

quilt blocks and techniques, this is the book I'll pull out first from now on.

Even More Quilts for Baby: Easy ABC Ursula Reikes The instructions give you the amount of each fabric you need for the whole quilt (not 

just one block). Teaches you come quick shortcuts and are fast and cute quilts. The book 

shows you two different versions of the quilt, a bright colored one and a pastels one. 

Let's you see what the color options are.
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Exploring Textile Arts Creative Publishing International Ultimate guide to manipulating color & embellishing fabric. Step by step detail how to 

transform ordinary fabrics from ho hum to WOW!
Fabric Mosaics Terrece Beesley Use Dale's fast, easy, pinless technique for perfect machine-sewn curves and circles.

Fabulous Flowers: Mini-quilts in Dimensional 

Applique (That Patchwork Place)

Sharon K. Baker Create sweet fabric flowers that look as if they’ve sprouted right from your quilts! 

Dimensional designs—from simple five-petal blooms to elaborate lilacs—will unearth a 

bouquet of ideas for quilts and wearable art. Twenty projects reveal how to appliqué 

daffodils, sunflowers, bleeding hearts, and more. Three-dimensional blooms include 

basic flower petals, hump-shaped petals, and yo-yo flowers. Solid-colored and hand-

dyed fabrics are embellished with threads, yarns, and beads

Fantastic Fabric Folding Rebecca Wat Embellish your traditional quilt with origami techniques! 22 delightful projects for quilts, 

vests, and pillows, with step-by-step photographs of folding instructions.

Fantasy Fabrics Bonnie Lynn McCaffery Describes techniques for creating original fabric designs using layered colors or 

decorative items such as silk flowers or beads, and offers suggestions for incorporating 

these designs into quilts, clothings, and accessories.
Fantasy Flowers:Pieced Flowers for Quilters Doreen Cronkite Burbank I love pieced quilts, not applique. I'm always looking for novelty patterns over traditional 

blocks. These pretty flowers fit the bill. Good directions and results. I enlarged the 

picture for the one I wanted and paper-pieced it. Easy and pretty.
Fast and Fun Stenciled Quilts Vicki Garnas Create whimsical quilts with a few simple snips, a dab of paint, and a scribble from a 

pen! No special skills are required--these stenciling and embellishment techniques are 

easy enough for any beginner. Just stitch up a quilt background, and then use freezer-

paper stencils, ordinary craft paint, and other easily accessible items to add delightful 

details to your hearts content! Inside, find: Instructions for adding unique details to 

quilts with fabric pens, markers, threads, trims, charms, ribbons, painted buttons, and 

more. Seven quilt patterns, plus 5 little quilts, pillows, and ornaments for practicing your 

stenciling and embellishing skills.  Unique designs for holidays, seasons, gift giving, and 

everyday decorating

Fast Fun & Easy fabric bags Pam Archer Make a tote bag, gift bag, cell phone case, lunch bag, and more, then embellish to your 

heart's content.
Fast, Fat Quarter Baby Quilts with M’Liss Rae 

Hawley: Making Doll, Infant, & Toddler Quilts- 

Bonus Layette Set

M’Liss Rae Hawley Learn everything you need to know about about making snuggly cotton and flannel 

quilts for infants, toddlers and dolls. Ten design projects are explained in detail and 

there is also a gallery of over 40 quilts to provide inspiration for the future.

Fast, Fun, & Easy Fabric Boxes: 8 Great 

Designs-unlimited possibilities

Linda Johnson 8 basic box designs and 13 projects offer unlimited creative options. Finalist in the USA 

Book News Best Book Awards.
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Fat Quarter Quilting: Fast, Fun, Done Sue Penn Transform your fat quarters into 25 quick and easy coordinated projects from authorSue 

Penn. Use this easy-to-follow instructions in Fat Quarter Quilting to whip up accessories 

that are perfect for last-minute gifts, create cuddly throws to chase away the chills and 

quilt bedding sets that'll give plenty of sweet dreams. Fat Quarter Quilting includes: 300 

illustrations and 100 full-color photos, Full-size applique patterns, Step-by-step 

instructions for 25 projects, including bed-sized quilts, wall hangings and dining and 

home decor accessories

Fat Quarters are Beautiful Barbara Fimwall, Nancy Javier, Jerilyn 

Clement

32 creative projects; fabric bowls, book covers, purses, pillows and more

Favorite Techniques: Tips, Tricks, and 

Techniques to Enhance Your Quilting

Pat Sloan Quilt designer and popular workshop teacher Pat Sloan shares pointers and projects for 

her favorite techniques: Mock Hand Applique, Needleturn Applique, Running Stitch 

Applique, Utility Quilting (using big stitches), Trash Bag Quilts (using "new" fabrics made 

from scraps), Calendar Quilts (with strips or blocks representing memorable time 

periods), and Stamping on Labels. 9 projects: Owl and Honey Bee Quilt, Honey Bee and 

Dragonfly Table Runner, Pomegranate Crossing Quilt, Fresh for the Picking Wall 

Hanging, Quilters in Paradise Wall Hanging, Seashell Tote, Puppies on Parade Quilt, 

Beauty from Scraps Quilt, and A Year in Memories Quilt.

Featherweight 221 The Perfect Portable Nancy Johnson Srebro Featherweight history at your fingertips ―Enjoy an entertaining look at the history of the 

Featherweight sewing machine ―Expanded third edition updated with the latest 

research ―Packed with photos, stories, and handy information ―Learn to date and 

troubleshoot your machine ―A fun read for quilters, Featherweight owners, and history 

buffs
Flower Patterns To applique, Paint and 

Embroider

Joan Sjuts Waldman This versatile collection of flower and leaf designs offers endless opportunities for 

applique, quilting, painting, and embroidery. Developed to introduce Joan Waldman's 

unique technique, 'Watercolor Pencil Painting,' the designs are easily adapted for use in 

many other ways. The designs are then 'painted' with water and ironed to set the color. 

This method is well suited for wallhangings. Patterns include lilies, irises, roses, 

wildflowers, and more. Joan offers several delightful designs for quilt labels and ideas 

for lettering.
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Folk Art Applique Quilts Dawn Fitzpatrick This amazing book isn't just pretty to look a art book, (although the artworks are 

beautiful and presented full page), it isn't just a 'how to copy book', although you are 

free to do that, it is much more than all that, for it helps unlock the hidden 

designer/artist within, as it shows you how to create, using the same images, carefully 

and clearly illustrated, to create a copy of what the artist Dawn Fitzpatrick has created, 

or your own version. It shows you how to be bold and select patterned material for 

animals and birds with striking effect. Dawn Fitzpatrick is regarded as a pioneer in this 

area, her work, exhibited since the early 1970s, in an interview in The Sydney Morning 

Herald newspaper (in the 1970s) she coined the term for "Cloth Art", hangs in State 

Parliament House in New South Wales, Australia, in the Prime Minister's Museum in 

Canberra Australia, Film Australia Board room, Thai Airlines boardroom. Her artworks 

are in the collections of Jack Nicholson (American actor), Colin Croft (British 

producer/writer) and many other private collections around the world; England, Israel, 

Switzerland, USA, Canada, Australia, Japan, Hong Kong etc. At 93 years of age, Dawn 

Fitzpatrick has long given up on this style of work, but continues to prolifically create 

drawings in 2015! Out of print, this is a rare and scarcely found book today, I think it is 

high time it is re-published so another generation may see, and create, these marvellous 

artworks. Years ago I discovered there is another book, in the same style as this one, but 

remains unpublished sitting in her bookcase, it is titled "WALLFLOWERS" with lots of 

designs you can create easily and hang on your wall, a vibrant 'Cloth Art window' you 

may enliven a boring blank wall with, then, roll up and take with you when you move to 

a new place! Such a great idea!

Free Motion Fun Vines&Leaves DVD NA NA

Free-Motion Machine Quilting (From practice 

to perfection-Troubleshooting Guide-50+ 

Designs)

Don Linn Mr. Quilt will teach your quilters how to machine quilt like a pro! Get professional-

looking results on a home sewing machine with new techniques for drawing and 

stitching quilt designs. From needle to thread, Mr. Quilt walks you through every aspect 

of free-motion machine quilting.
Garden Applique Martingale and Company Grow your own quilted garden with 19 appliqued projects featuring all of the beauty 

and charm a garden contains. From springtime birds and butterflies to summer sunshine 

and beautiful bouquets, you'll get your applique skills budding with projects for 

beginners and beyond. Guarantee year-round indoor blooms with this bounty of 

appliqued quilt projects!
Great Quilts for Grandkids Anna Laura Reidt Pattern Toy Boats
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Hop to It! Appliqued Blocks and Projects Edyta Sita This is a fabulous collection of 12 bright and beautiful applique block designs suitable for 

a wide-variety of home decor projects. This volume brings together a collection of 12 

stunning applique block designs - using colourful batik fabrics and easy applique 

techniques. Beginning with a simple 12-block quilt to get you started, "Hop to It" shows 

readers how to adapt these block designs for a variety of home decor projects - 

including picture frames, pillows, wall hangings, and more. With their bright and bold 

colours, classic designs, and easy-to-make techniques, you're sure to find something you 

love.
Hunter Star Quilts & Beyond: Techniques & 

Projects with Infinite Possibilities

Jan Krentz An exciting new look for an old favorite block! 9 projects use Jan!s innovative 

techniques.
In The Nursery Jennifer Sampou & Carolyn Schmitz EVERY quilt is wonderful (usually not all in a quilt book, maybe 2 or 3 are great and the 

others so-so). Even if you don't have children it's a nice book to have because, well, 

someone is usually having a baby, or child's birthday, etc. Some of the quilts are more 

difficult than others, but the instructions are straight forward. Besides the featured 

projects the book has lots and lots of quilts as display and inspiration, so no, not all the 

quilts come with instructions, just the featured quilt projects. But it gives one the 

opportunity to look at color choices and a similar pattern if you like the quilt used as 

decor. The bonus is that there are many decorating ideas (for those who need it, like 

me).
Inspiration Odyssey: A Journey of Self-

Expression in Quilts

Diana Swim Wessel This book is the "must have" for quilters looking to break out of the traditional mold. 

The author tells us not only where to find inspiration, but what to do with it once it's 

been found! Not just another project book, this book provides insight into the mind of 

the artist - where she gets her inspirations, how she interprets them, how she 

documents, evolves, and executes a design, and some of the final products. This is an 

artist's book for the non-artist. There are color photos throughout the book. Chapters: 1. 

Notes on life & quilts 2. How to use this book 3. Hunting & gathering 4. Design basics 5. 

Color basics 6. Design library 7. Sketchbook studies 8. Fabric & tools 9. Construction 

techniques 10. Machine applique 11. Drawing with the machine 12. Finishing techniques 

13. Fabric exercises 14. Filled with frustration? 15. Summing it up

It’s a Wrap: Sewing Fabric Purses, Baskets, 

and Bowls

Susan Breir Wind, wrap, and sew fabric strips into fantastic containers! Start with a plate shape to 

learn the technique. Then experiment with four basic container styles to create round, 

oval, square, and other shapes. Create purses, baskets, and bowls in an endless variety 

of sizes, shapes, and colors. Simply wrap fabric strips around cotton clothesline, coil into 

the desired shape, and secure with machine stitching. Special sections on lids, handles, 

and embellishments offer unlimited options for your own variations
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It’s Raining Cats & Dogs: Paper Pieced quilts 

for Pet Lovers

Janet Kime Janet Kime is back with complete instructions for 17 cat and dog projects that will 

delight animal-loving quilters everywhere. Simple foundation piecing so even beginners 

can stitch up these pet patterns. Quick rotary-cutting and speed-piecing techniques, plus 

easy variations for personalizing each project.
Jingle All the Way (Art to Heart) Nancy Halvorsen Jingle All The Way sewing pattern book from Art To Heart. Ho Ho Ho who wouldn't go?  

Join Santa in sharing the joy of Christmas with these fun projects for the merriest of 

seasons. Projects include: Deer Friends Quilt, Merry Screen, Peppermint Garland, Merry 

Pillow, Ho Ho Ho Screen, Who Wouldn't Go Quilt, Santa’s Workshop Pillow, Quilted Gift 

Wrap Bags, Ornament Quilts, Fa La La Quilt & Pillow, Santa’s Coming Stitchery Bell Pull, 

Mistletoe Pillow, Pocket Presents, Peppermint Stick Pillow

Layer Cake Recipe Book Cozy Quilt Designs Fast and Easy quilts for 10” squares.

Learn to be a Wacky Pinwheel Quilting 

Wizard

Linda Causee This book includes instructions for six whirling pinwheel blocks and instructions for 

using three of the blocks to make the quilts Tropical Twirl, Fluttering Fans and Country 

Sunshine.
Let’s Do Lunch Atkinson Design 16 fast and fresh fabric entrees. These beginner friendly projects use fat quarters, charm 

squares or strips to update your table - what color are your dishes? PB, 32p, color 

photographs, 2008
Let’s Make Waves: Complete Instructions for 

making Ocean Waves Quilts

Marianne Fons & Liz Porter I wanted to make an Ocean Waves quilt, as I had purchased an antique quilt of this 

pattern. This book is the way to go! Lots of half square triangles when you are done, but 

the instructions in this book will keep you on track for putting it together!

Lickety Splits Quilts for Little Ones Laurie Bevan When the baby shower is looming, rely on "lickety-split" quilts! Whip up a quilt for a 

newborn, toddler, or even a kid at heart in no time. Large traditional quilt blocks require 

less cutting, fewer seams, and just a few fun fabrics. Choose from 15 beginner-friendly 

quilts that feature butterflies, ducks, stars, bugs, plus classic quilt-block motifs. Make a 

few of these fantastic quilts by sewing just one block. Discover how to enlarge your 

favorite pieced blocks with a simple step-by-step method

Little by Little Quilts in Miniature Mary Hickey Miniature quilt patterns: Nine patch chain, puss in the corner, double Irish chain, log 

cabin, coming and going, monkey wrench, sailboat, bow tie, prairie lily, sawtooth star, 

old maid's puzzle, strawberry basket, snail's tail, variable star and crocus.

Log Cabins: New Techniques for Traditional 

Quilts

Janet Kline The book has some great ideas, good pictures and is easy to follow and use. It has given 

me some ideas about how to change things around a little from the standard 

methodology of the Log Cabin quilt pattern. 
Lone Star Quilts & Beyond: Step by Step 

projects & inspiration

Jan Krentz Explore the world of Lone Star quilts! Jan shows you how to use today's techniques to 

simplify this intricate design and make 9 colorful, creative projects.
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Love to Quilt: Bears, Bears, Bears Karen Kay Buckley Seven frolicking teddy bears are presented to applique on any type of project! Use the 

Bear's Paw pattern for a charming pieced quilt. Full-size patterns are included for two 

stuffed bears and templates for a bear's toys and honey pot. AUTHORBIO: Karen Kay 

Buckley resides in Carlisle, Pennsylvania with her husband and pets. Karen graduated 

from Lock Haven University with a degree in Education. She has been quilting for 

nineteen years and teaching quilting for fifteen years. Her quilts have graced the covers 

of many magazines. She has over 250 quilts to her credit and her quilts have won 

numerous national and regional awards including six Best of Show awards. She has four 

books published with AQS.

Machine Applique for the Terrified Quilter Sharon Pederson Wait 'til you see all the different ways you can appliqué by machine! Discover how to get 

the look of fine hand appliqué--or a fresh, funky look--with the precision and ease of 

machine sewing. Learn Sharon's smart techniques, and then get ready to play. Find all 

you need to overcome any machine-appliqué fears--try invisible machine appliqué, 

blanket-stitch appliqué, satin-stitch appliqué, and more. Follow Sharon's lead to master 

each technique, and then choose one of nine companion projects to try out your new 

skills. With Sharon's friendly, fun writing style, you'll be a machine-appliqué expert in no 

time
Machine Embroidery and More Kristen Dibbs I love to cruise through the photographs in this book when I am looking for inspiration. 

It is filled with photos of beautiful embellishments mostly done on border prints. Dibbs 

shows step by step how to use decorative machine stitches and beads to create fabric 

with rich texure and sparkle. Most of the book is devoted to 10 projects which use the 

same technique which is quick and simple to learn and understand. The bright, bold 

photos really stir my creativity and make me dream of ways I can make a pretty print 

dress become a spectacular attention grabber, or convert a simple pair of tab top 

curtains to a focal point by adding a border print stripe and embellishing with rayon and 

metallic thread along with some well placed seed beads.

Machine Quilting Primer Cynthia Martin With the Machine Quilting Primer, even beginning quilters can learn the skills to add 

and extra finish to their favorite Quilt in a Day patterns! Cynthia Martin, one of our 

expert teachers, spells out the basics of successful machine quilting. Each section of the 

book begins with detailed explanations of commonly used tools and methods, followed 

by samples to practice the techniques. The final section demonstrates how to prepare a 

finished top for quilting. Al techniques are illustrated with the step by step instructions 

you've come to expect from Quilt in a Day.
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Magic Stack-n-Whack Quilts Bethany S. Reynolds Working with medium- to large-scale prints, quilters can create dynamic pieced blocks 

without hours of planning and precision cutting. The kaleidoscope effects occur 

spontaneously, thanks to the ingeniously simple 'Stack-n-Whack'® cutting technique. By 

stacking identical repeats of fabric, quilters can efficiently cut the pieces needed for all 

the blocks. Each block will be unique and unexpected, keeping the quilting experience 

fresh and exciting! With over 200 how-to illustrations and dozens of color plates. 

Designs include the classic LeMoyne Star, Hybrid Lilies, Kaleidoscope Pinwheel, Hexagon 

Star, Diamond Ring, Morning Star, and others, all pieced with construction methods that 

eliminate set-in seams and ensure quick, successful results.

Magical Four-Patch and Nine-Patch Quilts Yvonne Porcella Noted fiber artist Yvonne Porcella turns her talents to the most basic quilt block 

patterns, Four-Patches and Nine-Patches, and she will turn your world upside down! 

Join her on the journey to creating your own innovative quilts. 10 incredible quilting 

projects are constructed using simple strip piecing and foundation piecing. Yvonne's 

"Magical Numbering System" makes choosing fabrics practically painless Suggestions for 

personalizing your work to make it yours alone

Making History: Qulits and fabric from 1890 

to 1970

Barbara Brackman The comprehensive guide to fabrics and their influence on American quilts from 1890-

1970. Includes 9 quilt projects.
Missouri Star Quilt Co. Block Winter Vol 1 

Issue 1

Missouri Star Quilt co. BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt Company is a magazine we design, produce, and publish all 

in house here at MSQC! There are no ads in it, not a single one. We take tutorials that 

Mom has done on the youtube channel and write the patterns, then make the quilts out 

of new fabric and write stories and guides to go along with them. Lots of photos, ideas 

for projects, and patterns all written out, 10 of them, in every issue! If you don't love it, 

send it back, we'll give you a refund, but don't worry, you'll love it! :)

Modern Quilts Traditional Inspiration Denyse Schmidt Schmidt pays homage to the quilters and quilts that came before her. Each of the 20 

traditional quilt designs she has reinterpreted here (among them are Irish Chain, 

Mariner’s Compass, and Orange Peel, to name a few) is introduced with a lively 

overview of the pattern’s history. Instructions are illustrated, templates are provided at 

full size on a pullout pattern sheet, and a complete techniques section is included at the 

back of the book. Full-page photos of gorgeous quilts full of those bold geometric 

shapes that first inspired her provide ample motivation, while detailed instructions, a 

pull-out book of templates, and a section detailing tools and techniques offer plenty of 

how-to support, even for novice makers."The book contains 20 traditional quilt styles 

that look exceptionally modern, hip, and fresh, with limited color palettes and minimal 

use of prints.
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More Quilt Watercolor Quilts Dina Pappas Discover fresh, fast techniques for stitching gorgeous watercolor-style quilts. Dina 

Pappas has expanded her simple fuse, fold, and stitch method to include rectangles and 

triangles as well as squares. Even a beginner can create these watercolor designs with 

ease. You'll quickly learns to sew 85% fewer seams than traditional watercolor quilts 

require.
More Strip Clubbing Crazy Quilt Designs: Dianiela Stout & 

Georgette Dell’orca

From the original creators of strip club more great quilts to use 2 ½ “ strips. Good way to 

use jelly rolls.
More Template-free Quiltmaking Trudie Hughes Feature in this terrific book include: No more templates No pinning 11 quilt patterns 18 

plans for quilts Tips for rotary cutting of 8 basic shapes Table of contents: Introduction 

Tools & rules Equipment Slice & dice Subcutting into squares & rectangles Subcutting 

sewn strips Sewing guidelines Quilts made with strips Strip rail Chimneys & cornerstones 

Quilts made with squares & triangles Scrap-aholic Road to Oklahoma Pinwheels in 

pinwheels Goose in the pond Quilts made with “Decapitated triangles” Farmer’s 

stepdaughter wall hanging Quilts made with trapezoids Attic window Flying geese in the 

cabin Quilts made with diamonds Colorado log cabin Blazing star wall hanging Finishing 

your quilt Layering & quilting Binding Borders You will find lots of helpful information 

plus illustrations & color photos.

Mosaic Picture Quilts: Turn Favorite Photos 

into Shunning Quilts

Pat Durbin Transform your favorite photos into amazing pieces of quilted art! With fabric as your 

palette, you can create wall quilts from photos of landscapes, flowers, people--and get 

results that resemble gorgeous watercolor paintings. Learn this easy, square-by-square 

technique with five step-by-step projects. Simply print a photo onto paper; then use a 

transparent grid to lay out your fabrics. Use raw-edge patchwork for super-simple 

sewing--plus, you can quilt as you go!
Mostly Table Runners Jane Mnuk, Linda Green, Kathi Mundigle A collection of 12 classic patterns for table runners,all shown in full color with complete 

instructions and diagrams.
My Red Sofa Atkinson Design This is a quilt project book for five simple fat quarter projects -layer cake 60" by 72" -

Nature’s Patterns: Inspirations and 

Techniques for Quilt Makers

Joyce R. Becker Features the quilts of twenty-three quilt artists accompanied by patterns, techniques, 

and advice for capturing the beauty of nature in fabric art
Nautical Voyages for Quilters Betty Boyink Wonderful book for quilters, filled with creative ideas and patterns.

Northwood Crossing Gathering of Friends NA

No-Sew Fabric Country Scenes NA NA

O’Glory Americana Quilt blocks from the 

Kansas City Star

Edie McGinnis Three Cheers for the Red, White, and Blue! For generations, quilters have expressed 

their love of country in their quilts. And for generations, The Kansas City Star has 

provided quilters with block patterns designed specifically to honor America. In this 

book, respected quilting teacher Edie McGinnis re-discovers 17 classic Kansas City Star 

patterns and introduces seven new blocks of her own design, each celebrating The Land 

of The Free and The Home of The Brave.
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One Bundle of Fun: Turn Any Bundle, Roll, or 

Pack into a Great Quilt

Sue Pfau (That Patchwork Place) om a second bundle of precutsJust one bundle of precuts is all you need to make a 

simply striking quilt--and make the most of every bit of your fabric! Find 12 quick-to-

make quilts in a range of styles that you can stitch with Jelly Rolls, fat-quarter bundles, 

or Layer Cakes. No additional fabric is needed for the background or borders, and there 

will be almost no leftover fabric when the quilt is finished. Perfect for a quick gift or as a 

showcase for your prized collection of precuts. With a limited number of blocks per 

quilt, even confident beginners will find speedy stitching success. Includes tips for 

increasing the size of the quilt by adding fabrics fr

Our Peaceful Village Lynn Rice Put away your map, you've found the haven for creative quilters in this sampler quilt 

with unique style. Begin by rotary cutting and machine piecing 11 different block that 

form parts of a village scene. Learn how to build a Cape Cod cottage, a log cabin, a 

school, a church, a farmhouse, a barn or a gazebo. Choose clever fabrics with lines, 

textures and stripes to create interesting architectural details. Follow the easy Template-

free construction techniques and you'll have plenty of time to design your own village. 

Laid in are some copies of another book, instructions for weeks two and three of a 

course that seems to apply to this book and some extra patterns.

Over Easy: Creative Ideas for Pieced Quilt 

Backs (That Patchwork Place)

Larlene Nevaril Add pizzazz to the flip side of your quilts! Make the back of your quilt as fantastic as the 

front with these easy techniques for pieced quilt backings—so easy, in fact, you can 

complete most of them in an afternoon. Start with 13 step-by-step ideas, plus over 65 

photos and illustrations that will inspire you to get creative. Try a single oversized block, 

preprinted panels, simple strips and squares—even use your UFOs or the author’s "one-

yard wonder" technique. Find patterns to fit a variety of quilt backs, from baby quilts to 

bed quilts
Oxymorons: Absurdly Logical Quilts! Dianne S. Hire An oxymoron is a combination of contradictory or incongruous words. As fabric 

interpretations of oxymorons, the 40 quilts in a traveling exhibit opening at the Museum 

of the American quilter's Society in August 2001 are also contradictions - in title, 

technique, focus, and design. Quilts in the traveling exhibit were made by many 

respected and well-known designers. From a quilt named Clearly Deafening Silence, and 

more, each is a riddle in weave. Meet the designers, see their sketches, and learn the 

unique thought processes, approaches, and techniques used to create each quilt.

Painless Quilting: 50 Designs for Quilting 

without Marking

Nancy Hinds The focus of this book is the presentation of a variety of design options. A number of 

quilting designs are depicted, such as Graph Paper, Heart Strings, Hometown, and many 

more.
Passionate Patchwork Kaffe Fassett, Liza Prior Lucy Quilting patterns by renowned designer Kaffe Fassett--all innovative and artfully 

arranged, with a wealth of variations.
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Patchwork Portfolio: A Presentation of 165 

Original Quilt Designs

Jinny Beyer Quilters who need a creative shot in the arm will appreciate this book's original designs 

and easy-to-follow instructions. Central to the collection are Beyer's drafting techniques 

for eight-pointed and feathered stars, plus her ideas for fragmenting and enlarging 

designs.
Perennial Patchwork Jackie Robinson Quilting Quilt Patterns Published by Country Thread Design

Pieced Borders:The Complete Reference Judy Martin & Marsha McCloskey What's the difference between a ho-hum quilt and a dazzling one? Pieced Borders, of 

course! Pieced Borders: The Complete Resource has 200 of the best border patterns, 

most in multiple sizes. It also has 12 complete quilt patterns from two of America's 

foremost quilt designers. You'll find full-size templates, rotary cutting instructions and 

yardage charts. Pieced Borders is more than just border patterns. It's a wonderful 

reference volume as well. Sample chapters include border Design Basics, Keys to Border 

Fit, Ideas for Custom Borders, Medallion Quilts & Round Robins, Border Construction, 

and Quiltmaking Shortcuts.

Pieced Curves So Simple: No Applique, Pinless 

Piecing: The 6-minute circle and other Time 

Saving Delights

Dale Flemming Use Dale's fast, easy, pinless technique for perfect machine-sewn curves and circles.

Pillow Patchwork and other Possibilities Nancy J Smith & Lynda S Milligan Basic instruction for 12" and 16" pillows. Patterns for quilt blocks, applique garden 

posies, hearts, home, pumpkins, hand, Christmas tree, snowman, star and two Santas. 

Appliques may also be used to adorn bibs, bags, sweatshirts and other articles of 

clothing.
Pineapple Passion(Collector Series, Book 2) Nancy Smith and Lynda Milligan This book contains an array of quilt projects using pineapple as the theme. You will find: 

Step by step instructions; Color photos; Variety of projects
Quick Quilts for Happy Meals Items for table strip piecing

Quick Quilts for Home (Leisure Arts) Debbie Mumm Debbie Mumm's newest collection of quilts and home accessories is sure to be a hit with 

quilters and home sewers who have an eye on the dime and an interest in "living green." 

The do-it-yourself decorating emphasis of the book is designed to help anyone create an 

appealing home with the distinctive stamp of a quilter. Offering 50 projects, the book 

focuses on using quick-and-easy quilts as the centerpiece of a room and creating spin-

off coordinated craft projects to pull together custom looks. Each page brims with 

creative ways to bring a new mood, colors, warmth, and texture to the home by using 

items that can be handmade or on-hand items that can be given a new purpose. 

Chapters focus on quilting for specific areas of the home: Outdoor Rooms, Living Places, 

Eating Areas, Relaxation Spaces, and Work/Craft Stations. Appropriate projects for the 

various areas include lap quilts, pillows, door or wall banners, table quilts, placemats, 

hot pads, aprons, window treatments, and other items.
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Quick Trip Quilts Eleanor Burns Pack up your sewing machine and take a Quick Trip with Eleanor Quick Trip Quilts is a 

strip pieced pattern with three layouts. The traditional Quick Trip is based on a Trip 

Around the World format.A Bargello effect is achieved with the Quick Quarter pattern, 

and for the artist in you, piece a Water Lily which adds a bit of applique to a rippling 

water background. The patterns are easy enough for a beginner but will challenge 

seasoned quilters to achieve just the perfect effect for an inspiration quilt. Eleanor's 

technique for this quilt is fun and so easy that it is truly a Quilt in a Day. Let your 

personality shine through in your quilt by fabric selection and placement. Yardage and 

cutting charts are included for all five-quilt sizes with bonus instructions to make table 

runners from your scraps. The book features sample quilts that symbolize locations from 

the desert to the sea. Take a trip to your sewing room and create your dream vacation 

wit h a Quick Trip Quilt

Quilt Style Lucy A. Fazely The tradition of American quilting stretches back for centuries and is as popular today as 

it was when quilts were stitched purely from necessity. This gorgeous exploration of 

American quilts, offered at an extraordinary value, is illustrated with many antique and 

contemporary examples. It features such classic patchwork patterns as tumbling blocks, 

stars, and Irish chain, plus all basic applique techniques and themes.

Quilt Style Lucy A. Fazely The tradition of American quilting stretches back for centuries and is as popular today as 

it was when quilts were stitched purely from necessity. This gorgeous exploration of 

American quilts, offered at an extraordinary value, is illustrated with many antique and 

contemporary examples. It features such classic patchwork patterns as tumbling blocks, 

stars, and Irish chain, plus all basic applique techniques and themes.

Quilted & Soft Sculpture Houses Craft Course Quilted Soft Sculpture Houses - Quilted Doll House - Soft Sculpture Recipe Box - Quilted 

Book Ends - Sewing Gift Ideas - 1980s Crafts
Quilting Arts DVD Series 400 NA NA

Quilting Arts DVD Series 500 NA NA

Quilting Arts Workshop DVD NA NA
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Quilting Back to Front:Fun & Easy No-Mark 

Techniques

Larraine Scouler This book is the "must have" for quilters looking to break out of the traditional mold. 

The author tells us not only where to find inspiration, but what to do with it once it's 

been found! Not just another project book, this book provides insight into the mind of 

the artist - where she gets her inspirations, how she interprets them, how she 

documents, evolves, and executes a design, and some of the final products. This is an 

artist's book for the non-artist. There are color photos throughout the book. Chapters: 1. 

Notes on life & quilts 2. How to use this book 3. Hunting & gathering 4. Design basics 5. 

Color basics 6. Design library 7. Sketchbook studies 8. Fabric & tools 9. Construction 

techniques 10. Machine applique 11. Drawing with the machine 12. Finishing techniques 

13. Fabric exercises 14. Filled with frustration? 15. Summing it up

Quilting up a Storm: New Ways to Interpret a 

Classic Block Design

Lydia Quigley Terrific book with detailed instructions for creating very different and unique quilts 

using the same blocks. The colored photos are a great guide for completing the quilts.

Quilts a la Carte Pam Bono Designs/Leisure Arts Partners a wealth of unique quilting projects, from charming tablemats to elegant tea 

cozies, with special recipes to match a variety of themes, transforming the art of dining 

into a brand new experience. Original.
Quilts A to Z : 26 Techniques Every Quilter 

Should Know

Linda Causee, Rita Weiss Well-known quilter Linda Causee has come up with a fresh idea that's smart and fun. 

These 26 lovely quilts--one for each letter of the alphabet--not only make wonderful 

projects, they teach too! Every letter stands for a new quilting technique, including A for 

Appliqué, F for Foundation Piecing, P for Postage Stamp Quilts, and Z for Zig-Zag. Plus, 

there's a fascinating history on each quilt, as well as a materials list, instructions for 

cutting and piecing, and numerous illustrations that provide easy-to-follow guidance. 

Full-page beauty shots display the completed quilts in all their colorful splendor. Among 

the unique designs: a quilt created entirely out of borders, a crazy quilt that shows off 

needlework skills, and a nature-themed Hawaiian quilt.

Quilts for  Babies: Book 6 Beautiful Baby 

Quilts to Applique

Cheryl Fall NA

Quilts for Totes & Little Folks Diane Thurlby, Leisure Arts These Creative Keepsake designs by Diane Thurlby are cute and cozy companions for 

kids. Appliqued quilts include a sailboat in bright or pastel versions for boys, a bunny 

motif for boy and girl, and a bug design in bright and pastel versions.

Radiant Sunshine & Shadow:23 Quilts with 

Nine Patch Sparkle

Helen Frost Make 23 shimmering quilts from just one easy nine-patch block. 13 complete projects, 

plus 10 gallery quilts.
Rail Fence Quilts for Kids at Heart (Quilt in a 

Day)

LuAnn Stout Rail Fence Quilt Pattern Instruction Book Looking for a quilt project to share with a child 

or grandchild? Rail Fence, by LuAnn Stout, can be used as a beginning quilter's book ...

Reversible Table Toppers Anita Murphy Create two projects at once with new quick and easy techniques for reversible piecing, 

binding and prairie points
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Rotary Roundup Judy Hopkins A collectible quilting book. This one has everything: how to from beginning to end, tips, 

and quilts for all tastes. Found a couple I can't wait to get started on. One like the 

Amsterdam Star could be done in fabrics from reproduction or civil war fabrics, to 

batiks, or seasonal colors. simply gorgeous.
Row by Row Seasonal Quilts Linda Lum DeBono Ready to have fun? Then you've found the right guide book for a quilting excursion 

through the seasons -- as you've never seen them before! Linda Lum DeBono's creations 

use color-charged fabrics that will burst across your senses like fireworks in the still of 

night. Each of these six joyful designs is composed of machine appliquÃ©d rows of 

blocks with such happy motifs as mittens, houses, witch hats, snowmen, pumpkins, 

ghosts, bunnies, and tulips. And interspersed in these lively lineups are plenty of stars, 

swirls, and symbols for hugs and kisses. Fashion these happy little quilts for your friends 

and be sure to share them with your loved ones, but remember to keep one or two for 

yourself!
Scaling Down (Small Scale Quilts) Trudie Huges Patterns and techniques for small scale quilts for the rotary cutter and your sewing 

machine.
Scrap Quilts: Fast and Fun Patricia Wilens Book has patterns ranging from tradional to more modern. Includes a step-by-step 

quide to quiltmaking. Make Prairie Queen, Hunter's Star, Spring Blossoms, Spiderweb 

and many more Thirty projects total.
Setting Solutions Sharyn Squier Craig Finally a good quilt book that tells you how to fix or set blocks! There are no patterns in 

this book, but who needs another pattern book. This book helps you clean up all those 

blocks just setting around. Sharyn Craig's Setting Solutions provides blueprints for 

success in creating block quilts which are easy and which solve common block problems 

in size and color. New techniques for grouping blocks are included.

Sew Fun, So Colorful Quilts (Me and My Sister 

Designs)

Barbara Groves, Mary Jacobsen A colorful array of fresh, bold, and whimsical new quilt designs offers step-by-step 

patterns and instructions for creating beautiful quilts from nine easy-to-stitch patterns, 

with tips on selecting colors and how to create quilts with folded corners, strip sets, and 

other quick piecing tricks.
Sew Necessary (Art to Heart) Nancy Halvorsen Sew Necessary Book Everything necessary and fun for organizing your sewing space. It 

includes pincushions, needle wallets, scissor chatelaines, a sewing basket, scissor fobs, 

project tote bags and more!
Sew One and You’re Done: Making a Quilt 

from a Single Block (That Patchwork Place)

Evelyn Marie Sloppy n the time it takes to make a single block, you can have a finished quilt top! Each super-

quick quilt features one supersized block-with just three to five fabrics and large pieces, 

you can whip up a beautiful traditional quilt in no time. Twenty projects range in size 

from 45" to 56" square and are perfect for charities, table toppers, lap quilts, and wall 

hangings Add plain or pieced borders to make designs even larger-even piece blocks 

together to make bed-sized quilts Find tips for organizing charity quilting groups, plus 

ideas for simple machine quilting and fast machine binding.
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Sewing on the Line: Fast & Easy Foundation 

Piecing

Lesley-Claire Greenberg Projects: Rail Fence, Log Cabin place mat, Log Cabin pincushion, Miniature Log Cabin, 

Over under, Collector's Vest, Pineapple, Square in a square variation, Virginia Reel, 

Quarter-square Log Cabin, Friendship Star, Rectangle Twist, Courthouse Steps.

Simple Circles and Quick Curves: Machine 

Applique the Easy Way

Nancy Mahoney (That Patchwork Place) Love the look of curved piecing but not the pinning and matching required to make a 

quilt with curves? Author and designer Nancy Mahoney shows quilters how to cleverly 

create that dynamic look using easy machine appliqué. Choose from eight scrappy quilt 

patterns featuring beautiful curved-appliqué designs. Learn two versatile machine-

appliqué methods: fusible appliqué and starch appliqué. Use convenient fat quarters, fat 

eighths, and precut strips--or cut from your stash

Simple Seasons: Stunning Quilts and Savory 

Designs

Kim Diehl Bestselling author Kim Diehl is back with an all-new collection of quilts--plus her very 

own homestyle recipes--inspired by the seasons. Bring the special meaning of each 

season alive in your home with Kim's signature tradition-with-a-twist style. Thirteen 

projects with a seasonal flair include bed, lap, and wall quilts, plus a doll quilt and table 

runner. Simple patchwork and appliqué designs feature spring tulips, summer gardens, 

autumn jack-o'-lanterns, and winter mittens. Over a dozen tried-and-true recipes 

spotlight Kim's homestyle approach to cooking--find hearty salads, soups, and breads, 

plus luscious desserts

Simple Strategies for Block-Swap Quilts Lynn Roddy Brown t's hard to resist a block swap! If you've ever wondered what to do with all those blocks 

you've collected in guild swaps, online trades, or at antique shops, this book has the 

answers. You'll find plenty of options--including cutting lists for making individual quilts 

if you don't have a collection of blocks. Find step-by-step instructions for creating 15 

scrap quilts. Get tips for starting a successful block swap, including suggested block 

sizes, fabric choices, and more. Increase your creative options with the alternate layout 

suggestion in each project
Sizzling Quilts from a Simple Block Anita Hallock This book provides instructions and patterns for making quilts using a "faux" log cabin 

block, what Anita Hallock calls "woodpile" quilts. These blocks use fewer pieces than log 

cabin blocks, but provide the same effect. Even better, the blocks use strip piecing, 

saving lots of time cutting and sewing. The book is packed with dozens of beautiful 

pattern layouts and borders. The instructions are simple enough to follow for even the 

novice quilter. Even as a more advanced quilter, it is definitely a book I will refer to again 

and again.
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Skinny Quilts & Table Runners Eleanor Levie These stylish "skinny" quilts are perfect for gift giving, technique trying, and indulging 

creative whims. Choose from 15 projects from Kaffe Fassett, Jane Sassaman, Marti 

Michell, Laura Wasilowski, and many more. Display projects as table runners, wall quilts, 

mantel scarves--the sky's the limit. Find designs for every taste, from traditional beauties 

to appliquéd wonders, plus a few artful adventures

Slice ‘Em & Dice ‘Em Quilts Nancy Brennan Daniel This soft cover publication by Nancy Brenan Daniel is a great introduction to twenty of 

the newest vanishing nine-patch quilts: Easy Does it, Jelly Beans, Scrap Bag Shadow 

Boxes, The Village, Lattice, Arizona Road Trip, Blue OP, Plaid Stars, etc.

Small Talk Donna Lynn Thomas This book is designed to help you translate your quick machine-piecing skills into 

beautiful miniature works of art. Nineteen patterns and a colorful gallery will guide you 

and inspire you along the way. Instructions for constructing a quilt from top to bottom.

Smashing Sets: Exciting ways to arrange 

Quilts Blocks

Margaret J Miller I've got lots of quilting books, but not many that offer innovative settings for the 

sampler square collections that I'm beginning to acquire. This book is for me. Layouts for 

sixteen quilts and all of them use straight line piecing. There are full color photos and 

advice on fabric choices. Best of all there are sample layouts to play with. I've always 

liked Margaret Miller's approach of playing with design by breaking a block down to a 

couple basic shapes and playing with it. I'm glad that she's extended this method to quilt 

settings.
Spinning Spools D&C Georgia Bonesteel All around the house Basket collection Birds and beast Frills & finery From the sea 

Garden path Plain geometry Star light star bright Toy box treasures Newsletters Volume 

2 Americana Children's corner Deck the halls Down on the farm From the bible Fruits 

and flowers Grandmas favorites Indian trails Love and friendship Sun, moon and stars 

Index and newsletters
Spirit of the Northwoods Debbie Field The beauty of wildlife and the great Northwoods come alive in this big two-for-one 

edition combining two of Debbie Field's best-selling quilting and applique project books. 

30 wildlife and Northwoods applique blocks and quilts.
Stained Glass Techniques: Art Work in Fabric Marie Morel Seroskie Stained Glass Techniques - Art Work in Fabric, was written to take the mystery out of 

doing stained glass in fabric. Working stained glass in fabric has some similarities to its 

glass counterpart. Fabric colors need to be picked for visual texture. We don't need 

leading to cover up and hold the sharp edges of glass together, but we do use bias strips 

to do the same for fabric. Within the pages of this book, you will be walked step-by-step 

through a stained glass project - Pansies- from beginning to end. The pattern is included 

with the book. Suggestions will be made about simple techniques, and even the twin 

needle will be explored

Star Quilts Laura Nownes Classic quilt series

Stars and Flowers NA NA
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Strip Therapy 3 Bali Pop Obsession Brenda Henning "Fun collection of 6 quilt designs and 3 bags based upon Hoffman Fabrics 2 1/2" Bali Pop 

strip sets."
Strip Therapy: Bali-pop Addiction Brenda Henning Strip piecing using precuts

Strip Therapy: Bali-pop, dynamic duo Brenda Henning Fun collection of 12 quilt designs. Uses 2 1/2in strips. Each strip set will yield one larger 

quilt a smaller quilt using the leftover tidbits from the construction process. Softcover 

Bear Paw Productions
Strippin Along Linda Rocamontes Do you love quilting with fast and fabulous strips and applique? If so, this book is for you 

You can quickly assemble your pre-cut strips and add appliques of beautiful blossoms 

and gorgeous birds.
Successful Machine Quilting Marty Michell This book was written by Renowned quilter and teacher Marti Mitchell. It provides a 

comprehensive, step by step and friendly guide t machine quilting.
Super Simple Triangles Nancy Smith and Lynda Milligan Not Available

Symmetry: a Design System for Quiltmakers Ruth B McDowell n this book, Ruth guides the quiltmaker in exploring and developing truly original 

designs. She presents 17 new quilts based upon the 17 pattern concepts, and she leads 

the reader through the fun of applying the concepts to the creation of new quilts. Her 

students have often called this process the most useful design workshop they have ever 

taken. For the beginning designer, she presents the possibilities inherent in very simple 

asymmetric block designs. Each chapter presents a new block design and a new concept, 

illustrated by a quilt shown in color, with templates, yardage chart, and directions. Each 

of the new blocks can be used in other symmetries to produce new patterns. And each 

of the concepts can be applied to thousands of other blocks.

Tadpole Quilts for Baby Leisure Arts   Tadpole Quilts for Baby Book- These 7 clever creations are just right for wrapping little 

ones in homemade love. From bears and bugs to stars and pinwheels, these patterns are 

sure to delight your little darling. You'll be guided every step of the way through these 

simple-to-piece blocks by the clear instructions and full-size patterns. 80 pages, 

softcover.
Template-Free Stars (Dover Quilting) Jo Parrott Piece together lovely star quilts in less than half the time with the help of directions that 

are easy enough for beginners. Revolutionary template-free cutting and piecing 

methods help create 12 variations of quilt patterns, including Pennsylvania Star, 

Children's Pinwheel, Lone Star Flower, more. 15 full-color illustrations. Numerous black-

and-white illustrations, diagrams.
The Bargello Quiltbook Piecemakers This was an excellent book. If you're looking for a fairly easy quilt then this is the book 

for you. They use easy rotary cutting of strips and the technique for creating the look 

will surprise you. This quilt gets compliments all the time and everyone thinks you spent 

days on it when it only takes a few hours.
The Big Book of Crazy Quilt Stitches Patricia Eaton Embellish the seams and patches of crazy quilt projects with over 75 embroidery 

stitches and floral motifs. You'll use this handy reference book again and again to dress 

up wall hangings, pillows, sachets, clothing, and other nostalgic creations.
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The Complete Guide to Sewing Made Easy Ken Fund This is a GREAT book to have handy to answer your questions, or remind you of 

techniques you don't use that often. The index was beautifully put together, making it 

beyond easy to go to the back of the book and search for whatever technique you were 

needing to check out. The instructions for techniques were easily set up in the step-by-

step instructions, all of which featured perfect color photos, so you completely 

understood what they were trying to tell you. The photos help me a lot when I use this 

book, because I can easily see how my piece of fabric is supposed to look like at each 

stage. Bottom line, whether you are seasoned or a beginner, this book is a Godsend! It is 

a great reference book to have on hand!

The Crazy Quilt Handbook 1&2 Judith Baker Montano For nearly 30 years, The Crazy Quilt Handbook has been the essential guide to learning 

the art of crazy quilting (28 years in print, with over 230,000 copies sold!) Now this must-

have resource has been updated with new stitches and techniques. The 3rd edition 

includes a history of crazy quilting, 12 beautiful projects to make, a dictionary of 37 

embroidery and silk ribbon stitches, and detailed instructions for additional 

embellishments. Benefit from Judith's wealth of knowledge on colors, fabrics, piecing, 

embroidery, appliqué, embellishing, beading, photography, painting, dyeing, and more.

The Landscape Quilts Sheryl Marrow Robinson The landscape quilt artist depicts the countryside she views around her. She wants to 

evoke the mood of the moment that she has experienced, whether it is the feeling of 

peace and contentment of the newly fallen snow, the excitement and energy of a 

rapidly flowing stream, or the solitude and loneliness of the desert. The book explains 

the design process and construction techniques, illustrated with drawings of the artistic 

and technical topics, that can be used for any quilt started from scratch. Included are 

many color photographs displaying various types of quilted landscapes.

The New Applique Sampler: Learn to 

applique the piece O’Cake way

Becky Goldsmith & Linda Jenkins Learn to applique the piece O’Cake Way
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The Quilter’s Recipe Book: all the ingredient’s 

you need to create over 100 fabulous quilts

Celia Eddy Author and needlework expert Celia Eddy says that making a quilt is like baking a cake. 

First, quilters should know the basic tools and ingredients. Next, they need a formula or 

a recipe to follow. Finally, they must gather all ingredients together and follow the 

recipe. The Quilter’s Recipe Book offers a feast of ideas for piecing, patchwork, and 

appliqué the basic techniques required for producing beautiful quilted items. Easy-to-

follow instructions show how to piece the block, and make eight-pointed stars, fans, log 

cabin blocks, appliqué blocks, and blocks with curves. Each quilting recipe shows how to 

make a beautiful quilt and includes: A large color photo of the pieced quilt, Block 

diagrams, templates, and drafting instructions, the amount of fabrics needed. This 

beautiful volume also gives advice on creating imaginative combinations of fabrics and 

colors. Quilters can choose from 100 traditional and contemporary quilts, and can also 

use the blocks to create many other beautiful quilted things. Quilt recipes are arranged 

in order of complexity. More than 400 color illustrations.

The Rose of Sharon Block Book: Winning 

Designs from EQ6 Challenge

Sharon Pederson Martingale & Company®, in collaboration with Nine Patch Media, proudly presents the 

winning entries from the EQ6 Rose of Sharon block-design challenge! Chosen by judges 

Alex Anderson and Ricky Tims, these 12 blocks--plus a 13th specially designed by Sharon 

Pederson--are beautifully set on point in an inspiring quilt. We are proud to support the 

Alzheimer's Art Quilt Initiative. Discover more than 60 additional blocks from the Rose of 

Sharon challenge entries. Find complete instructions for machine appliqué and quilt 

assembly. View alternate settings and explore even more design possibilities

The Scraplook Jinny Beyer A past and present view of designing and piecing multi-fabric quilts

The Ultimate Scrap Quilt: The Complete 

Guide to Constructed Fabric

Joyce Mori If you have a bag full of scraps, then this is the quilting book to help you use them. Easy 

to make quilts that are very forgiving when making 1/4 inch seams. The quilts in this 

book are made similar to crazy quilt methods, and flip and sew techniques. Great ideas 

and patterns for new quilters.
Threadplay: Mastering Machine Embroidery 

Techniques

Libby Lehman Learn from internationally renowned quilt artist Libby Lehman how to create beautiful 

thread-embellished quilts on your sewing machine! In Threadplay, Libby shows you how 

to create fascinating ribbon illusions and how to do sheer stitching, thread painting, 

bobbin drawing, and couching. Learn how to keep pesky metallic thread from breaking, 

use appliqué in exciting new ways, baste on a wall to save your back, and much more. 

Find a detailed guide to all the materials and equipment you need to begin your own 

threadplay. Includes finishing tips and dozens of photos (including closeups) of Libbys 

spectacular quilts
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Time for a Chain II: Single, Double, and Triple 

Irish Chains

Lynda Milligan & Nancy Smith Included in this book: Two block sizes each for single double and triple Irish chains; six 

detailed charts with 3 to 4 quilt sizes each; three gallery quilts for inspiration, try 

scrappy chains and or appliqued borders; 9 beautiful color combinations; and easy to 

follow cutting and stitching diagrams plus border and binding instructions for a perfect 

finish
Time to Quilt: Fun Quilts and Retreat Ideas 

for 1 or 101 (That Patchwork Place)

Anne Moscicki Picture a place where phone calls, emails, dishwashers, and family vans seem a million 

miles away. A room fills with the hum of sewing machines and the conversation of 

quilting friends. With this book, you’ll find easy and practical ways to plan and host a 

modern quilting bee. Packed with ideas for retreats of any size and for any budget, from 

full-fledged group getaways to a special afternoon of quilting at home. Beautiful make-it-

in-a-weekend projects include seven quilts, plus table runners and creative gifts. Find 

tips for choosing locations, coordinating quilt groups, planning meals

Tiny Amish Traditions Sylvia Trygg Voundrie NA

Tour Ireland with Pat Sloan (Leisure Arts 

#4291)

Pat Sloan Travel along with designer Pat Sloan as she leads a group of quilters on a fun-filled tour 

of Ireland. From her traditional pieced Irish Chain to her folksy, appliqued Sheep On The 

Mountain, Pat has designed 12 quilts to appeal to every skill level. Whether you are 

planning a trip to Ireland or just love all things Irish, you are sure to find the perfect 

design in this book. So come on, enjoy the tour, make the quilts, and feel a bit Irish, too! 

12 Projects: Blooms Of Ireland; Cobblestones Of Ireland; Irish Coffee; Lady Of The Lake; 

Sheep's Feet; With Needle And Thread; Luck Of The Irish Wall Hanging; Luck Of The Irish 

Table Runner; Dreaming Of Shamrocks; Sheep On The Mountain; Irish Chain; and Streets 

Of Dublin.

Tradition with a Twist: Variations on Your 

Favorite Quilts

Blanche Young Over 26 projects use rotary cutting and streamlined construction techniques to easily 

construct magnificent quilts.
Traditional Quilts II: The Easy Way Sharon Hultgren NA

Turkish Delights to Applique Linda M Poole Floral inspired block patterns reflect the beauty and artistry of hand-painted Iznik tiles. 

Contains 14 applique block patterns. Colorful fabric selections inspire exotic mix-and-

match bouquets. Assembling and sewing the flowers into units makes for delightful 

travel projects. Combine freezer-paper templates and glue-stick applique to create an 

exciting new look. Detailed photographs and accurate step-by-step illustrations guide 

you through Linda's applique process. Easy-to-make large-circle and large-oval 

backgrounds add interest, and showcase the lovely flower arrangements. Levels of 

expertise vary from the beginner to the more advanced quiltmaker. The 'Garden of 

Quilts' gallery of finished blocks and wallhangings, features unusual settings, with 

delightful vases, arched windows, octagon shapes, and scroll-work to frame the 

exquisite designs.
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Warm up to Wool: Projects to Hook & Stitch 

(That Patchwork Place)

Karen Costello Soltys Create delightful pairs of projects for the home with this two-for-one topic book! Start 

with beautiful hooked rugs, and then stitch a variety of wool-appliqué designs to match. 

Choose from 14 home accents, including hooked rugs, penny rugs, a pillow, and a 

lampshade. Seasonal, folksy, and patriotic styles are all easy enough for beginners. 

Projects come from favorite designers such as Little Quilts, Kindred Spirits, Whimsicals, 

and Tonee White
Watercolor Quilts Pat Margaret Maixner Capture natures beauty, light, & luminous quilts! Step-by-step instructions show how to 

create an Impressionistic masterpiece from fabric. Easy-to-follow exercises for planning 

your quilt & using color to create a watercolor effect in the style of Impressionist 

painters. Use one of six easy patterns to get started, & then create your own original 

designs--no matter what your skill level or experience  "Moosh," smear, and create color 

pockets or the illusion of curves and diagonal lines with 2" squares of floral fabric. Build 

a fabric library with tips for collecting a wide assortment of varying colors, textures, and 

values.
Wedding Ring, Pickle Dish and More: Paper 

Piecing Curves

Carolyn Cullinan McCormick Carolyn Cullinan McCormick takes paper piecing to a new level mindboggling, difficult, 

curved patterns are suddenly made easy using her method. This 128 page book includes 

old favorites such as Wedding Ring, Pickle Dish, The Flower Ring and more.

Wedge Works II: The 3-D Mariner’s Compass Cheryl Phillips WedgeWorks II is a how to quilting book with 8 full color pages and over 150 step by 

step diagrams. Included in the book are instructions for several variations of the 

Mariner's Compass, an 11.25 degree wedge and an insert tool made of acrylic plastic. 

The tools are suitable for rotary cutting. Folded methods make an old favorite both easy 

and dimensional.
Wild About Flowers Boman/Foley This collection of 8 fabulous quilts breaks all the rules about using floral-print fabrics 

together, and the results are absolutely gorgeous! Easy instructions will guide you 

through rotary cutting and strip piecing techniques.
Winning Hand Quilt Jeanne Mackie A winner from Mackie, one of Quilt in a Day's favorite teachers. The Winning Hand block 

is a four-patch, with strips on all sides, and a square cut on the diagonal to finish it off. 

The simple pattern makes a bold and lively quilt. Frame your blocks with a contrasting 

lattice, or 'float' the cards against a lattice of background fabric.

Wonderful Baby Quilts to Make Pat Richards Warm and cuddly, a gift to bring comfort to the baby and charm to the nursery, these 

twenty quilts and quilting projects will make memorable gifts for that special infant or 

toddler. And, who knows...you may just be providing that security blanket the child will 

never do without.
www.minnesotacharms.com Hingeley Road Quilt Designs 28 Pages of quilts and patterns made with charms and jelly rolls.

You Did What?? With My T-shirts! Pressing Matters Ink This is a great t-shirt quilt book. It's not the typical boring pattern book. It also has 

patterns for using lots of shirts as opposed to the other books I've found with like 6 

shirts. If you're like me and have a ton of shirts to use pick this book! One pattern calls 

for up to 20 shirts!
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